Skills Evaluation Tool
Computer Literacy Assessment
Place your students in the course that
best fits their skill level
Today’s students arrive with

identify needed areas of additional emphasis,
make mid-course adjustments and confirm
learning has taken place.

a wide range of computer
skills. Optimal course
placement ensures higher
success rates and less
frustration for students. It
also allows instructors to focus on teaching the
content of the course instead of assisting
ill-prepared students.

Design, deliver and analyze tests with
confidence
Built on our proven

platform, eLab Skills
Evaluation Tool (SET)
provides all the tools
you need to create, administer, and grade tests
that accurately evaluate your students’ skills.

Ensure online students are prepared
for success

Students lacking sufficient knowledge of email,

Students demonstrate their understanding of
the application with a variety of paths to the
correct answer—just like in the real world. Test

file management, and other

scores are available for analysis immediately

computer concepts struggle

upon test completion.

to use the basic tools
necessary for success in
online courses. With precourse assessments,
individual students lacking critical skills and
knowledge can be identified and encouraged
to take prerequisite courses or develop
proficiency on their own.

Enjoy quick, no-hassle set up and use
While eLab SET is a powerful tool, it is simple

to set up and use. Elect to use questions from
our extensive question library or develop your
own. The easy-to-use interface makes test
design and implementation a quick task. And
our experts are available to help if you need it.

Develop and adjust your course with
knowledge of your students’ needs
Knowing your students’ strengths and

weaknesses enables you to tailor your class to
meet their unique needs. Assessments can be
taken before, during, and after the course to

To learn more, visit us at www.lablearning.com/Store/eLab-SET

Labyrinth Learning Solutions: eLab Skills Evaluation Tool
DESIGN
Question Library
A complete question library is at your fingertips,
including multiple choice, matching, sequence, and
highly realistic simulation questions allowing multiple
paths to reach the answer.
Broad Computer Literacy Coverage
Pre-designed questions cover computer concepts, the
internet, email, file management, and Microsoft Office
applications. You choose the topics and the number of
questions you want to include for each one.
Customize your Test
Add your own questions, modify existing questions, add
a completely different category of questions. Establish
the preferences and settings that work best for your
exam.

DELIVER
Flexible, Online Access
Testing can be done anytime, on any online computer.
Tests can be taken once or multiple times — before,
during and after the course. You decide when, where
and how often tests are available.

Fresh thinking backed by 20 years of
helping educators to teach and students
to learn
Since 1990, Labyrinth Learning has been working
closely with educators like you to develop
easy-to-use solutions that empower educators to
teach complex subjects quickly and effectively – and
enable students to gain confidence, develop practical
skills, and to compete in a demanding job market.
Now, we are building on that expertise with solutions
that go far beyond books.

Unwavering commitment to high-quality
solutions, responsive customer service,
and affordability
Our goal is to make sure that you have the most
user-friendly and error-free solutions that we can
deliver. Our convenient customer service offers fast,
responsive help online and by phone. And we pride
ourselves on keeping our costs low so we can pass on
savings to your students.

Quick Registration
Register students quickly and easily. Upload student
data prior to the exam so students are ready to go,
and/or register students at time of test.

Licenses
as low as

$3

per studen

t!

Built-in Fraud Prevention
Guard against cheating with features to scramble exam
questions or randomly select questions for each
student.

ANALYZE
instant and Accurate Results
Student scores are immediately calculated and
recorded. You can provide results to students
immediately or at a later time. Reports enable you to
track and analyze individual and/or group results.

Schedule a Demonstration!
Visit www.lablearning.com/eLab-SET
to arrange a personal demo
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